MODIFICATION KITS FOR SLUKA LK-2 and LK-2M
Airhero has developed a comprehensive set of modification kits
with huge impact on performance and appeal of the Sluka LK-2.
For simple, easy assembly, Airhero provides each kit with detailed
instructions, drawings and installation tips that take you from the
ground up. Each kit is compatible with all former types of the Sluka
Aircraft and have been thoroughly tested for quality and performance.
Propulsion - Save weight and add performance!
Airhero has worked tirelessly to find a suitable replacement
for the original Rotax 447 engine. We found that the brand
new Hirth F23 LW engine far surpasses all competition
when it comes to price, weight, performance and reliability
in Ultralight Aircraft. This alternate engine requires changing
the mount, propeller and the exhaust system, which our kit
provides the means for.

Rescue system - Always good to have a parachute!
In cooperation with Galaxy Co., Airhero has designed
a dedicated rescue system that fits perfectly to your Sluka.
It is installed between the wings, and has a minimal impact
on the aerodynamics and looks. The kit contains all the parts,
and instructions necessary to attach this „Second Chance“ to
your Sluka.
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If you need new wing covers, look no further! This kit contains
a set of Dacron® covers for the wings and ailerons. Included
are two sleek composite wingtips that give the Sluka better
aerodynamic performance and cool, modern look. Installation
of this kit reduces stall speed and drag yielding in much better
short field performance, less fuel burn and increased safety.

Wingtips - Improve performance and look!
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Tail Feathers - Everlasting Tail Feathers!
If the good old cloth tail covers of your Sluka have exceeded
their lifespan and you are about to replace them, consider
Airhero‘s new and innovative composite Tail Feathers. Forever
lasting and good looking, they won’t let you down! The kit
comes with the stabilizers, control surfaces and attachment
brackets, all unpainted. The edges are protected by rubber
profiles minimizing any damage that might occur in the
hangar.

Electric system - Upgrade to electricity!

Forget the recoil starter! Modern electric ignition, light lithium
battery, and new instrument panel over the head of the pilot
are the way of the future! Our kit includes all necessary wires,
circuit breakers, and indicators to bring your Sluka to the
cutting-edge overhead panel.

Fuel System – Unmount & Go!
Too short flights getting you down? Replace your fuel tank
and enjoy the safer, longer flight. This kit offers a new 30 L
fuel tank made from antistatic plastic including new tubing
and fuel level indicator system. The tank is detachable, so you
can easily take it and get gas without taking the whole plane
along with you!
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Are you interested in upgrading your Sluka?
Contact us!

Airhero, s.r.o.
Košařova 749/23
197 00 Praha 9 – Kbely
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